INVENTION OF MOUNTAINEERING
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Over the next decade, Murray's Handbook recorded numerous first ascents in the Alps during what later became known as the "Golden Age" ofmountaineering. This article attempts to explain why mountaineering became popular during these years and to suggest the broader significance of mountaineering to the construction of new mid dle class and imperial cultures. Mountaineering was invented at the intersection of contemporary definitions of middle-class gentility and status, gender, and national identity. In his personality, performances, and popularity, Albert Smith embodied a set of related social and cul tural changes which the middle-class members of the Alpine Club later institutionalized as a form of imperial exploration in Victorian moun taineering.
Barly accounts attributed the popularity of mountaineering to the extension of the railways and prevalence of a romantic sensibility.
3
Railways and steamships slashed the length of time and expense of the journey to Switzerland. In the mid-1830s, the journey by carriage from London to Switzerland still took about two weeks and cost at least twenty pounds. By the mid-1850s, railways and steamers eut the time to just three days and the cost to just a few pounds. 4 But the mere presence of the railways cannot explain why mountaineering in creased in popularity at this time. Access to the Alps did not provide a motive for climbing them. Likewise, the cults of the sublime and picturesque had inspired tourists since the eighteenth century to visit the mountain regions of Europe during the Grand Tour.
5 British tour ists in Switzerland had cultivated their appreciation for the Alpine landscape for several generations without stepping far away from the comforts of Swiss hotels, let alone onto remote mountain summits. To be sure, many mid-Victorian climbers enjoyed the same aesthetic and religious responses to the Alps as many of their predecessors or con temporaries who did not climb. Yet, for that very reason, the romantic appreciation of nature also cannot explain why British tourists began to climb in the Alps during the mid-Victorian decades.
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More recent works rightly identify mountaineering with middle class culture. Paul Veyne notes that climbing mountains had no appeal to peasants, rural landlords, or aristocrats and that the sport could not have developed until a class appeared-the bourgeoisie-which was methodical and took its sports seriously. Veyne argues that the British middle classes viewed mountaineering as a character-building exer cise. Bruce Haley's discussion of the Victorian intelligentsia's anxi eties about the healthy body subsumes mountaineering into the nar rower traditions of mens sana in corpore sano and muscular Christianity. David Robbins argues that by fusing elements of scien tism, athleticism, and romanticism, mountaineering facilitated the so cial interaction of different fractions of the upper and middle classes and consolidated bourgeois hegemony.
6 Y et by positing a functional relationship between the emergence of the middle class and its "need" for character building, healthy bodies, or hegemony, these class-based analyses underestimate the contingent nature of middle-class identities and the ways in which they were contested and shaped by changing definitions of gender, gentility, and national identity. Considered in this context, the history of mountaineering suggests the need to rethink recent interpretations of the mid-Victorian middle class and imperial cultures. Public school athleticism, it is often ar gued, diffused the imperial ethos among the upper middle classes.
8 But the influence of athleticism in these years has been overgeneralized and exaggerated. ln his account of middle-class sport, for example, John Lowerson recommends "a diffusionist model which it is difficult not to accept, one in which the spread is downward and outward from the reformed public schools and their imitators. "
9 Similarly, popular imperial culture is often portrayed in recent accounts as little more than upper-class "propaganda," perpetuating the myth that the middle (Boulder, 1978) , pp. 28-43.
7 For a survey which addresses these issues, see Richard Holt, Sport and the British: A Modern History (Oxford, 1989 classes-and, more generally, British culture-feebly followed aristo cratie fashion. 10 But as historians of leisure have corne to accept, the problem with such models of "diffusion" and "social control" is that they overlook the ways in which identities are self-generated and cul turally constructed.11
In the most important recent discussion ofthese issues, P.J. Cain and A. G. Hopkins argue that this period witnessed the cultural consol idation of '' gentlemanly capitalism'' as the social agent of British impe rialism. The alliance between the landed interest and the City of Lon don, which had dominated the British polity in the eighteenth century, was transformed in the mid-nineteenth century by a new gentlemanly order based on the rapid growth of the service sector, particularly in southeast England. Downplaying the influence of manufacturing and industry, Cain and Hopkins nevertheless resolutely emphasize the do mestic origins of imperialism, as "an integral part of the configuration of British society." Yet their argument, too, often reduces "gentle manly capitalists" to the instrument of older financial and aristocratie interests: "the middle class gentleman was co-opted into the struggle against radicalism and its looming consequence, democracy."
12 The reformed public schools and universities also figure prominently in their account as the critical transmitters of gentlemanly values.13 While Cain and Hopkins are surely correct to draw attention to the impor tance of financial services and returns on overseas investments, their account is more successful in defining those elements that made this new culture capitalist than th ose that made it gentlemanly. In their account of gentility, for example, gender is conspicuous by its absence. Moreover, the broad temporal and geographical sweep of Cain and Hopkins's work, despite its many virtues for their overall argument, obscures the specific linguistic forms and cultural contexts that explain why the mid-Victorian decades represented such a dynamic turning point for the cultural definition of gentility.
The invention of mid-Victorian mountaineering demonstrates that 
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HANSEN middle-class men were not co-opted, nor did they passively receive an older gentlemanly culture, but instead they actively constructed an assertive masculinity to uphold their imagined sense of Britain's impe rial power. Albert Smith's entertaining narrative uncoupled the Alps from the romantic appreciation of nature and inspired ambitious men of the professional middle classes to climb Mont Blanc. During a "de cade of crisis" from the mid-1850s to the mid-1860s, middle-class men experienced anxiety that Britain was transforming itself into a wealthy but unmanly society .
14 By the 1860s, these anxieties were translated into more aggressive forms of middle-class gentlemanly culture such as mountaineering in the Alps. Middle-class mountaineers adopted the languages of exploration and adventure from contemporary explorers in the Arctic and Africa to describe their climbing. These languages transformed the ascent of unclimbed Alpine peaks and passes into representations of British masculinity and imperial "conquest." The Matterhorn became the focal point of the se trends, and its first ascent in 1865 marked the end of the "Golden Age" of mountaineering.
I
In the spring following his ascent, Albert Smith mounted a one man show on his ascent of Mont Blanc at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly. Smith's performance was the latest in a tradition ofpopular shows and panoramas which combined entertainment with instruction. 15 Smith brought an irreverent sense of humor to lampoon current events and to impersonate the guidebook-toting tourists who misquoted Byron at the sight of Mont Blanc: 
18
What made Smith's show so popular? Smith encouraged his audi ence to imagine themselves in Switzerland, making their own ascent of Mont Blanc. The Times thought the ascent was "more pleasantly perf ormed in imagination'' at the Egyptian Hall than on the mountain itself.
19 Consider the following description of Smith, possibly from a press release written by his publicist: [Smith' s] unquestioned ability as a lecturer, his rapid but distinct utter ance, his genuine humour, his keen sense of the ridiculous as exhibited in that fish out of water-John Bull abroad-and his well-selected and well-painted scenery, conspired with his careful attention to the comfort of his audience, to enable him to achieve an unprecedented success, so that every man or woman, boy or girl, who has visited the metropolis during the past six years, has been able to "do" the ascent of Mont Blanc by deputy, and to realise it to him (or her) self pretty nearly as if he (or she, as the case may be) had climbed upon the snowy side of that king of European mountains, had crossed his awful ravines, had heard the thunder of his avalanches, and sat upon the summit to enjoy the view of his rosy peaks of his brother mountains at dawn of day, and to drink a 306 HANSEN glass of champagne, then and there, to the health of Her Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria.
20
Smith' s representation of his climb on stage was so successful because he transformed the passive enjoyment of scenery into a vicarious as cent of Mont Blanc. Smith was soon flattered by many imitators who followed his footsteps to the summit, in what was truly a case of life imitating art.
Why was Albert Smith able to exert this influence? Smith's Mont Blanc show gave one of many possible middle-class self-images a spe cific cultural form. The economic prosperity and expansion of the pro fessional middle classes during the mid-Victorian years precipitated an increased competition for status symbols which Albert Smith chan neled into mountain climbing. While the ''making of the middle classes'' is often dated back into the eighteenth century, by the mid nineteenth century, structural changes in both the industrial and the service sectors of the economy had concentrated unprecedented wealth and power in the bands of the professional middle classes of London and a few provincial cities.
21 Although such structural changes may have shaped the broad outlines of this "class in search of an image,' ' 22 constructions of middle-class identities were characterized as much by confusion and contingent circumstances as by functional forces. Social change provided the opportunity for, but did not dictate the content of, the expanded range of cultural codes of status, gentility, and masculinity. As J. A. Banks noted, the remarkable increase in middle-class expenditure on the "paraphernalia of gentility" was the result "not so much of a rise in the price of the material ingredients of the middle class way of living but an extension of the number and form of these ingredients. " 23 More recent historians appear to have unduly neglected the role of Albert Smith and other celebrities and entrepreneurs in determining the patterns of middle-class leisure and culture. Before his Mont Blanc entertainment, Albert Smith had enjoyed modest success as a satirist for Punch and other journals by writing about this redefinition of gentility and leisure. 24 In The Natural His tory of Stuck-up People, Smith described the gentry who "partake largely of the nature of mushrooms-in as muchas they have not only sprung up with great rapidity to their present elevation, but have also risen from mould of questionable delicacy." Perhaps Smith's best-known work in this genre was The Natural History of the Gent, one of the nineteenth century's best-sellers. The Gent was a recycled version of the Regency Dandy, and he posed once again the age-old question: who was a gentleman? In The Gent, Smith described the accessories of false gentility "including always the staring shawl and the al fresco cigar [by which] you may know the Gent when you see him, even if you meet him on the top of Mont Blanc-a place, however, where you are not very likely to encounter him. He prefers Windmill Hill. "
25
The Gent was neither a gentleman nor a mountaineer.
While Thackeray and others wrote books on "bores" and "snobs" in the wake of Smith's success, Smith's brand of searing satire remained in a class by itself.
26 Consider Smith's letter to his friend William Howard Russell, written to congratulate the journalist on the success of his book about the Indian mutiny. Smith did not mince his words, even if he did mix his metaphors: "What I especially love, is the view you have taken of the windbag snobbish conventional ity of all the stuck-up dry-winded sweaty Anglo-Indians believing they are somebodies over there, instead of being a set of currie-brained, chutney-boweled, pawnee-swilling, chow-chow bloated, 'boy'-bawling sons of prickly-heated bitches and be damned to them. " 27 No one could accuse Albert Smith of being mealymouthed. Smith's Mont Blanc entertainment was an extension of, not a departure from, his earlier satirical work. Smith was so popular in part because both on 308 HANSEN stage and in print he blurred the boundaries between the genteel and the vulgar, the sacred and the profane.
Indeed, Smith's Mont Blanc performances contributed to the de clining cultural authority of the picturesque and sublime in the Alps. In 1856, The Times wrote that "a perfect Mont Blanc mania pervades the minds of our countrymen": "Mont Blanc must share the fate of its predecessors. Its majesty is stale, its 'diadem of snow' a mere theatrical gimcrack, and its terrors under existing arrangements about as tremendous as the mysteries of the Thames Tunnel." According to the Dai/y Telegraph, "Piccadilly and Mont Blanc became allied, as it were, in the public mind, and it was impossible to think of one without associating it with the other.' ' 28 A few arbiters of taste were unhappy that the Alps were no longer identified with genteel reverence for na ture. John Ruskin, who had been in Chamonix when Smith returned from Mont Blanc, wrote at the time: "There has been a Cockney ascent of Mont Blanc, of which I believe you are soon to hear in London." During this period, the word "cockney" connoted a Lon doner who was insular and vulgar, in contrast with someone who was educated and genteel. 29 By 1856, Herman Merivale, a permanent un dersecretary for India, wrote that Zermatt was becoming "a second Chamonix; but with nothing, as yet, of the Cockneyism, the Albert Smithery, the fun, the frolic, and the vulgarity of that unique place of resort. ' ' 30 By undermining the authority of these older aesthetic categories, Albert Smith transformed people and practices that had once been considered vulgar into integral components of middle-class gentility.
This mid-Victorian redefinition of gentility has been recognized, but historians have underestimated the extent to which models of gen tility came from the "middle up" as well as from the "top down." To be sure, Smith exploited a desire for social emulation. As Town Talk reported, "the very 'Stuck-up People' whom [Smith] so cruelly abused are now perhaps his warmest friends, the strings of carriages round the Egyptian Hall, and the knowledge that Royalty patronises the en- tertainment, having for them the greatest attraction. "
31 But aspirants to gentility did not simply seek the traditional trappings of country life or ape those above them in the social scale. While many people did pursue these older status symbols, large numbers of middle-class fami lies avoided conventional patterns of consumption and enhanced their standard of living through leisure activities that could not be described as aristocratic.
32 They created distinctly middle-class cultures around new status symbols and leisure patterns, such as sports and summer holidays. Mountain climbing combined both of these to perfection. Ironically, the great scramble for social status that Albert Smith had lambasted with such force created precisely the social conditions which allowed mountaineering to prosper. Albert Smith literally turned social climbers into mountain climbers. complishments related to mountains. A de facto social qualification also contributed to the genteel identity of the Alpine Club as "a club for gentlemen who also climb. '' 36 These policies ensured that the social profile of the Alpine Club remained somewhat higher, and the number of its members much lower, than the mountaineering clubs founded throughout Europe in the 1860s and 1870s. 37 Thus, the Alpine Club Register represents not so much a comprehensive roster of all British mountain climbers as the social counterpart to the cultural construc tion of British mountaineering as a genteel sport.
II
The membership of the Alpine Club was drawn overwhelmingly from the professional middle classes, as shown in the table 1. In the mid-Victorian decades, membership in the Alpine Club was particu larly attractive to what could be called the genteel professions, includ ing bankers, barristers, civil servants, clergymen, country gentlemen, 36 In 1935 a club officer declared the Alpine Club "a unique one-a club for gentle men who also climb." Pointing at a street sweeper in front of the Club on Sa ville Row, he added, "I mean that we would never elect that fellow even if he were the finest climber in the world." See Scott Russell, "Memoir," in The Making of a Mountaineer, ed. George lngle Finch, 2d ed. (Bristol, 1988) university dons, and public schoolmasters. By the later nineteenth century, barristers and gentlemen with landed estates or independent wealth declined in number in the club, while doctors and business men-especially merchants and engineers-became more prominent. Throughout the period 1857-90, Alpine Club businessmen in finance and commerce each outnumbered those in industry, which appears to confirm a general pattern for British businessmen as a whole.
38 More significant than the sectoral distribution of businessmen, however, is the absence of all but a handful of aristocratie or working-class mem bers. Miscellaneous occupations included only three men identified as Lancashire weavers, among the slightly larger numbers of architects, artists, librarians, scientists, and writers.
The contemporary perception that most members of the Alpine Club were well educated was well-founded. More than half of the men in the Alpine Club Register had gone to university. One in four at tended Cambridge, one in five Oxford, and just under one in ten the University of London. Trinity College, Cambridge, was the most heavily represented of the Oxbridge colleges, with almost one in seven Alpine Club members calling it their alma mater. Slightly more than one in three of the climbers went to public schools, with nearly 10 percent of the total from Eton, 8 percent from Harrow, and 5 percent from Rugby.
Beyond recognizing the predominance of the professional middle classes, the diversity of the Alpine Club membership makes broader sociological generalizations difficult. The political or religious affilia tions of the climbers ran across the spectrum. Nevertheless, the Alpine Club Register suggests that insofar as these men represented a particu lar section of the professional middle classes rather than that group as a whole, they were more likely to be Liberal Dissenters than Tory Anglicans. The cultural biases of climbers have often led them to assert that the club was primarily composed of clergymen, scientists, and dons, or what used to be called the "intellectual aristocracy." In light of the above figures, however, the Alpine Club appears to be more representative of the larger and more diverse group of "gentlemanly capitalists.' ' 39 The Alpine Club was one of a number of national vol un-
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tary associations which constructed a public sphere for the socializa tion of men of diverse backgrounds.
40
The range of professional occupations and the modest number of climbers who received a public school education suggest that the philosophy of athleticism in the public schools had little direct influ ence on the emergence of mountaineering. Thomas Arnold could only dream of lecturing to audiences at Rugby as large as Albert Smith's. More people passed through the doors of the Egyptian Hall than com peted on the playing fields of Eton. While the broad cultural influence that public school athleticism enjoyed later in the nineteenth century should not be underestimated-when a few masters and dons brought their students climbing with them-the public schools introduced few early climbers to the sport. Indeed, mountaineering and athleticism appear to have emerged independently at roughly the same time and from broadly similar causes.
Both mountaineering and athleticism cultivated manliness, a broad and diverse category in Victorian Britain which included ele ments of physical vigor or health, patriotic or military qualities, tradi tions of chivalry or honor, and moral or spiritual codes of conduct. 41 Hernie and military qualities were especially resonant symbols of Brit ish national identity. The masculinity of the English as opposed to the effeminacy of the French had been a central Jrope in the cultural redefinition of the aristocracy and the upper echelons of British society during the wars against France and in the expansion of the empire during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 42 But it would be wrong to identify martial virtues as aristocratie values. These qualities were adapted even as they were adopted by middle-class men.
The members of the Alpine Club recast mountains and mountain eering in relation to masculinity and British power.
43 G. C. Swayne, a (London, 1991) p. 2, argue that masculinity is defined in relation to femininity and to social power and criticize recent historical works on manliness for leaving women clergyman, noted that the danger of spending too much time in the "relaxations of effeminate pleasure" was increasing because the num ber of men of leisure "increases with our population and prosperity": "Hundreds of high-spirited Britons, well educated, well mannered, with high tastes and sympathies, blest with abundant vigour, but with moderate means, find it impossible to gratify the national longing for sport within the old-established boundaries or in the time-honoured ways. Hence it bas become necessary to search for new methods and scenes of sporting. " 44 These new sports drew on older traditions of manliness. The Scottish scientist James David Forbes, one of the Al pine Club's first honorary members, recommended Switzerland as the proper place for ''thousands of irreclaimable cockneys and Parisians'' to cultivate "an out-of-door mind": "An Alpine journey is perhaps the nearest approach to a campaign with which the ordinary civilian bas a chance of meeting. He bas some of the excitements, and many of the difficulties and privations of warfare, without any of its dis gusting and dreadful features. He combats only the elements, storms only the fortresses of nature, yet be bas continually in bis mind the consciousness of the power by which he is surrounded, and at times overawed.' ' 45 British mountaineers appropriated some of the older cul tural associations embodied in military service and field sports but rejected the older practices themselves. Most field sports, for example, were neither accessible enough nor cheap enough-and often simply too bloody-to satisfy the desire for vigorous exercise through sport. As Frederic Harrison, then a barrister, asked using an assertive lan guage of conquest: ''Can any man seriously compare the chase of a poor vermin-fox, with the zest of the attack on some untrodden pass, or the rapture of the race with that of conquering a new mountain top?" 4 6 A series of military crises from the mid-1850s to mid-1860s under mined a complacent confidence in British manliness and power. The incompetent if heroic performance of the British military in the Cri mean War, the massacres of the Indian Mutiny, the Second Opium War with China, the threat of invasion from France which led to the foundation of the Volunteer Corps in 1859-60, the conflicts with the out. On women and mountaineering, see Hansen, "British Mountaineering," pp. 
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Maori in New Zealand, the agitation over the American Civil War, and the controversy over Governor Eyre in Jamaica in the mid-1860s each provoked anxiety and debate about the decline of British power.
47
In 1857, Viscount Palmerston privately complained that, throughout Europe, Britain was "talked of, and written of, and printed of as a second rate power. ' ' 48 These events created a climate in which middle class men elevated the exploits of athletes and the adventures of moun taineers into cultural symbols of British masculinity, patriotism, na tional character, and imperial power.
III
During the early 1860s, the rhetoric of exploration and discovery transformed British mountaineering in the Alps. After Albert Smith undermined the cultural associations which had limited leisure patterns in the Alps to a narrow range of aesthetic responses, the middle-class men of the Alpine Club invested their mountain climbing with new meanings. Many men who had first gone to the Egyptian Hall to experi ence vicariously the ascent of Mont Blanc soon went to the Alps to experience the thrill of imperial exploration and scientific discov ery.
The Alpine Club itself had adopted its structure and terminology from the learned and scientific societies of London. 49 In the club' s first publication, Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers, John Ball, a recently retired Liberal M.P., wrote that "an increasing desire bas been felt to explore the unknown and little-frequented districts of the Alps." Ball claimed that this desire was motivated by a blend of "love of adventure and some scientific interest in the results of mountain travel. '' 50 But ad ven ture predominated over science, which, in the gentlemanly, amateur tradition, consisted of brief excursions into botany, geology, meteorol ogy, and photography. Although some climbers carried thermometers and barometers, they added little to the earlier scientific research in the Alps by Horace Bénédict de Saussure, Louis Agassiz, and James David Forbes.
Instead, the members of the Alpine Club focused their energies on the completion of first ascents. Ball noted with satisfaction that the Monte Rosa, the Dom, the Grand Combin, Alleleinhorn, and the Wetterhorn had all been ascended by Englishmen within the preceding five years. Reviews of Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers attributed the En glish dominance of Alpine climbing to the English-British national character. Chambers's Journal believed that the Alpine climbers "af ford a very striking example of the pre-eminence of our own coun trymen over all others in matters requiring determination, intrepidity, and skill." Fraser' s Magazine reflected on "how thoroughly English all this is, and how indicative of that rambling, scrambling, exercise loving disposition" of the English. "If there is talk of an unknown land into which no Englishman has penetrated," The Times observed, "he must be the first to visit the place. "
51
Recent expeditions to the Arctic and Africa had given wide cur rency to this discourse of discovery. Mid-nineteenth-century explorers aimed to enclose geographical space, to fill in blank spots on the map, especially in such fabled places as the Northwest Passage or the source of the Nile. 52 Between 1848 and 1857, for example, well over a dozen parties were launched into the Arctic to find John Franklin. In Africa, expeditions by David Livingstone, Richard Francis Burton, and John Hanning Speke were also widely celebrated during this period. The Royal Geographical Society, founded in 1830, provided a prominent forum for these explorers to report on and gain recognition for their discoveries.
53
These Arctic and African expeditions provided the crucial vocabu lary to describe mountain climbing. By adopting the language of explo-ration, British climbers imposed on themselves the task of climbing each of the major peaks of the Alps. As The Times wrote in a leading article on "Alpine Adventurers" in 1860:
We should be among the last to disparage any legitimate manifestation of the true Anglo-Saxon spirit. We know well that the acknowledged pluck of the individual Englishman maintains our prestige against all the alleged defects of our naval and military organization. The English tourist in Switzerland feels that he has a certain character to support. . . . It may be a strange and even fantastic direction for heroism to take but we are persuaded that the stuff that won and reconquered India and defended Gibraltar has left its mark on many a peak of the Bemese Oberland and the Pennine Alps. 54 The contemporary crises over the performance of the British mili tary enhanced the importance of mountaineering and exploration as symbols of national prestige and identity. The exploration of unknown territory and the completion of first ascents became the highest aspira tion of middle-class climbers.
The second series of Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers in 1862 demon strated the language of exploration in full flower. The editor, E. S. Kennedy, a philanthropist, justified the new volume by pointing proudly to "the increase in the number ofnew ascents, new passes and new adventures, involving a far wider range of exploration." Kennedy hoped that a long essay on Iceland-the only area included from out side the Alps-would inspire others to visit the island, so that "the blank in the map of Iceland may speedily be filled up. "
55
The climbers also described their first ascents in terms of the "conquest" of the Alps. Leslie Stephen, then a Cambridge don, noted in 1861 that the Schreckhorn "still remained unconquered." Stephen admitted that he was attracted to the Schreckhorn for the immortality the first ascent would bestow: "so long as Murray and Baedeker de scribe its wonders for the benefit of successive generations of tourists, its first conqueror may be carried down to posterity by clinging to its skirts. "
56 This desire for fame was a prominent motive for first ascents. Consider the language ofR. W. Elliot Forster, a barrister, who paused to decide which peak to ascend: ''We held a council of war as to which was to be attacked; but when we heard from Weissenfluh [their guide] that the snow on the loftiest peak of the Thierberg had not yet been trodden by human foot, whereas the Sustenhorn had, as we knew, been ascended four or five times, it did not require much deliberation in order to determine what was to be done: so the word of command was given,-'Right wheel, quick march!' and we started for the Thier berg.' ' 57 Others followed this pattern, and man y mid-Victorians used similar military metaphors and the language of conquest to describe their climbing. 58 Mountain conquest transferred prestige from the mountain to the climber. After five Swiss guides led eight English climbers to the sum mit of the Lyskamm, J. F. Hardy, a Cambridge don, reported that they doffed their hats and heartily sang God Save the Queen: "The noble old anthem fills our English hearts with happy thoughts of home and fatherland, and of the bright eyes that will sparkle, and the warm hearts that will rejoice at our success.'' After their ascent, other climb ers who had aspired to climb the Lyskamm scrambled to change their plans. William Mathews, a Birmingham surveyor, walked over a new pass because the Lyskamm "looked far less interesting now that its prestige was gone." Edward North Buxton, a brewer, noted that "our hopes of the Lyskamm were blighted; but among the Monte Rosa group the Nord End was still untrodden by human feet, and we deter mined therefore to do our best to leave the marks of our boot nails on its summit. " 59
The same week these climbers competed to daim the Lyskamm, John Tyndall completed the first ascent of the Weisshorn. In his book Mountaineering in 1861, the physicist recalled what had motivated him to keep climbing. Both Tyndall and his guide, Johann-Josef Bennen, were suffering from fatigue. Refreshed by food and wine, Bennen looked at the mountain and exclaimed: " 'Herr! wir müssen ihn ha ben,' and his voice, as he spoke, rung like steel within my heart. I thought of Englishmen in battle, of the qualities which had made them famous, it was mainly the quality of not knowing when to yield; of fighting for duty even after they had ceased to be animated by hope. Such thoughts had a dynamic value, and helped to lift me over the rocks." Tyndall's language echoes the lines of Tennyson's romantic, restless Ulysses, which also became the motto of a later generation of 318 HANSEN polar explorers: "To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield. " Tyn dall's ascent concluded when "I pressed the very highest snowflake of the mountain, and the prestige of the Weisshorn was forever gone. " 60 
IV
By the mid-1860s the Matterhorn was the most prominent Alpine peak left unclimbed. "The mountain, " wrote the barrister Vaughan Hawkins after attempting to climb the peak with Tyndall, "has a sort of prestige of invincibility which is not without its influence on the mind. " 61 The Matterhorn also attracted three Liverpool merchants, an engineer from Leeds, a young aristocrat, a student, a clergyman, and an engraver. But these British climbers did not have the mountain to themselves, as mountain climbing became a symbol of national virility across the rest of Europe as well. Jean-Antoine Carrel, a local stone mason and guide, made the first attempt to climb the Matterhorn in 1857. Carrel served in the Bersaglieri during the wars of Italian unifi cation, and in the early 1860s he attempted to climb il Cervino in honor of his native valley and the Italian nation. In 1865, for example, Carrel led an expedition bankrolled by an engineer and grandee, Felice Gior dano, who told the Italian minister of finance, "I shall go and plant our flag up there that it may be the first. This is essential. " 62 Their most persistent British rival was Edward Whymper, an en graver from Lambeth, whose boyhood was saturated with dreams of adventure, discovery, and exploration. Whymper attended Albert Smith's Mont Blanc entertainment in 1858. He avidly read accounts of Arctic travel and found an account of the search for Franklin "ex ceedingly interesting as it describes a portion of Greenland which has never before been visited by any except the natives and by them but very rarely. " 63 In 1860 Whymper went to the Dauphiné Alps in France to draw illustrations for William Longman, an Alpine Club member.
Whymper later claimed that he had first gone to the Alps ''in the hope that I might acquire such a knowledge of snow and ice as might perhaps procure me a post upon some future English Arctic Expedition. " 6 4 In his contribution to Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers, Whymper argued that the Dauphiné offered a large area of unexplored and unclimbed peaks. "Sorne few travellers from time to time have endeavoured to draw attention towards [the Dauphiné], but it remains at the present hour not much better known than the interior of Africa." The region was, Whymper continued, "a perfect mine, full of treasure, and offers a noble field of exploration for travellers-or tourists like myself, whose time and means will not permit them to indulge in more extensive rambles. "
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After failed attempts on the Matterhorn over several years, Whymper pooled his resources with other British climbers and their guides, and they completed the first ascent of the Matterhorn on July 14, 1865. "The world was at our feet," Whymper wrote of their arrivai on top, "and the Matterhorn was conquered. " 66 Whymper tossed rocks toward the Italians to announce his success, while Michel Croz, a guide from Chamonix, tied his shirt to an alpenstock as an impromptu flag. On the descent, an inexperienced climber slipped and fell. Whymper and two Swiss guides survived because the rope tying them to the other climbers broke, plunging four climbers 4,000 feet to the glacier below.
News of the Matterhorn accident caused a sensation when it reached London, and reports on the tragedy reveal the continuing tensions between gentility, masculinity, and the language of conquest. The most famous attack on the climbers in The Times called the ascent "utterly incomprehensible," and asked, "But is it life? ls it duty? ls it common sense? Is it allowable? ls it not wrong?"
67 While critics and defenders of climbing drew on a variety of discourses concerning risk and religion, masculinity and morality, what is most striking about the debate is the extent to which the language of exploration and empire enabled mountaineers to defend their sport with their patriotism. Charles Dickens recognized and criticized precisely this argument in two articles in Ali the Year Round. The accident, he said, was the 320 HANSEN result offoolhardiness: "Those who make capital ofany kind of 'sport,' will glass over these terrible deaths as inevitable visitations of Provi dence, and whine a remonstrance of a few catch words. The salubrious excitement of mountaineering for over-worked men; the proud pre eminence of England in manly courage. We know the tune by heart.'' Dickens allowed that mountaineering could be enjoyed "in moderation and with common sense'' in areas of relative safety. But the only motive he could discover for climbing the highest and most perilous peaks was "BRAG." And was climbing masculine or gentlemanly? "We shall be told that 'mountaineering' is a manly exercise. It is so, inasmuch as it is not womanly. But it is not noblemanly when it is selfish.' '
68
In contrast, defenders of mountaineering pointed to England' s con temporary prosperity and power as the motivation for climbing and as the source of its physical and moral benefits. The Pail Mail Gazette at tributed the growth of mountaineering to social conditions in England: '' An exciting and laborious amusement is a precious thing in these days, when our own islands have been turned into a hive for the manufacture of wealth, and for the enjoyment of the small minority who have got good slices of it." Anthony Trollope averred that climbing strengthened the nation since it "makes our men active, courageous, ready in resource, prone to friendship, keen after gratifications which are in themselves good and noble." The Illustrated London News added that climbing mountains when no one asked them to do so had trained Englishmen to follow the call of duty and contributed to national military prowess, commercial prosperity, and scientific knowledge. "There would be small philosophy-nay, small knowledge of the world shown in discour aging ad venture. It bas given us the empire.' ' and has led individual Englishmen to penetrate the wildest recesses of every continent. ' ' 70 George also identified the essentially masculine "pleasure and profit" of Alpine climbing. "It brings the body into the best and healthiest condition" by exercising "muscles vigorously and successfully." Moreover, "it unfolds to the eye an ever new series of beauties," and "it feeds the intellect and imagination with the sight of the mightiest forces of nature in operation." To these "physical and mental pleasures," George added "the moral satisfaction which is de rived from dangers braved and difficulties overcome. " 71 The connections between danger and manliness allowed the moun taineers to overcome earlier accusations of aesthetic shallowness. The Matterhorn accident even prompted John Ruskin to revise his opinion of mountaineering. An early critic of Albert Smith, Ruskin still scoffed at the climbers in 1864: "The Alps themselves, which your own poets used to love so reverently, you look upon as soaped poles in a bear garden, which you set yourselves to climb and slide down again, with 'shrieks of delight.' " But soon after the accident, Ruskin argued that climbing was important to the development of manliness. "No blame ought to attach to the Alpine tourist for incurring danger,'' Ruskin wrote. "Sorne experience of distinct peril, and the acquirements of quick and calm action in its presence, are necessary elements at some period of life, in the formation of manly character.' '72 Although he ne ver became a climber, Ruskin was elected to the Alpine Club in 1869 on the strength of his writing about the Alps.
These cultural associations were not confined to a domestic audi ence. British mountaineering and exploration in general, and the ascent of the Matterhorn in particular, continued to represent this vision of the British national character to audiences overseas. After the Matter horn accident, an English correspondent to the Journal de Genève offered the following explanation for the popularity of mountain climb ing among his compatriots.
In our era, so cairn and bourgeois, in which happily war no longer serves to nourish and exercise courage and audacity, it is good that there are enterprises requiring the deployment of these qualities. 
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she is and without which she would soon decline. We are not a nation of shopkeepers, as we have been accused on the other side of the channel, and we do not desire to become one. On the contrary, in the midst of the material prosperity that surrounds us, we feel the necessity of not letting the heroic side of our national character disappear. It is not grand acts of courage and endurance, so to speak, which make every English heart flutter, but the ascent of difficult mountains, or the discovery of the sources of the Nile, or the exploration of Australia, where so many gallant men have fallen, and recently three more young men, until then unknown, but whose names will now live forever. These catastrophes, in demon strating clearly the danger, have only increased these sentiments. 73
In 1871, The Times recommended Edward Whymper's account of the ascent of the Matterhorn, Scrambles Amongst the Alps, as "a book that should give a Hindoo born and bred in the rice swamps of the Ganges some distinct impression of ice-slopes and precipices, moun tains and mountaineering. " 74 If adventure and exploration initially served to legitimize Alpine climbing, these roles were soon reversed. Despite reservations expressed by some observers after the accident, the lasting legacy of the ascent of the Matterhorn was to foster assent to Britain's imperial mission.
V
Both the particular circumstances that popularized mountaineer ing and its broader significance to British culture were contingent re sults of the construction of mid-Victorian middle-class and imperial cultures. In the cultural space created by Albert Smith's show, the men of the Alpine Club combined contemporary definitions of gentility and masculinity with the imagined imperial geography of the Victorian middle classes. 75 Mountain climbing helped to legitimize exploration and the broader imperial expansion by transforming imperialism from an abstraction into something tangible and readily accessible to ambi tious professional men. Scholars of imperial literature have suggested that ad venture stories became "the energizing myth of imperialism," inspiring Englishmen "to go out into the world and explore, conquer, and rule.' ' 76 What distinguished mountaineering from the literary genre of adventure, however, was its active, participatory character. Not everyone could travel to remote corners of the globe, but middle-class men with a few weeks' holiday could reach Switzerland and act out the drama of the empire in the Alps. In this manner, the British conquest of the natural world came to symbolize British imperial domination of other terri tory during the nineteenth century.
77
The representation of the mountaineer as exemplar of British mas culinity was invented by middle-class climbers themselves. Although this was neither imposed from above nor learned in school, it did not corne out of a vacuum. Anxieties about Britain's relative decline were especially prominent in converting this cuit into a cultural imperative to construct a British masculinity that could compete with Napoleon III's France, Garibaldi's Italy, and Bismarck's Germany. Gentlemanly capitalists were as concerned about Britain's decline in the mid Victorian years as they are sometimes supposed to have been only a generation later during the scramble for Africa. The financial clout of the gentlemanly capitalists should not obscure the cultural origins of the imperial ethos. The redefinition of gentility and the construction of middle-class leisure and culture raised again the question, How should British gentility and power, manliness and muscle, be repre sented when each appeared to be threatened? This problem was not confined to a narrowly defined "official mind" of imperialism any more than public interest in mountaineering was limited to the members of the Alpine Club.
78 Ascents from Mont Blanc to the Matterhorn at tracted such attention in British culture because the view that they represented national virility and power was so widely shared. Indeed, the acceptance of a popular imperial culture in the later nineteenth century did not occur de novo; it was built on the invention of cultural practices such as mountaineering in the mid-Victorian decades.
Yet in some ways the Matterhorn accident did mark a break with the past-the end of the "Golden Age" of mountaineering. In 1868, Leslie Stephen wrote that ''the conquest of the Matterhorn substan tially concluded one era in mountain-climbing." Since all of the major Alpine peaks had been climbed, ''the pleasure of discovery in the Alps will be reckoned amongst extinct amusements." "When there is a 78 Compare the emphasis on the anxieties of the "official mind" in the face of international competition in Ronald Robinson and John Gallagher, Africa and the Victo rians (London, 1962) , with the dynamic of gentlemanly capitalism in Cain and Hopkins (n. 12 above).
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railroad to Timbuctoo, and another through the central regions of Asia, our great-great-grandchildren will feel on a large scale the same regret for the old days, when the earth contained an apparently inexhaustible expanse of unknown regions, that the Alpine traveller now feels on a very diminutive scale." But Stephen predicted that "travelling will not cease," even though "the glories of Columbus or of Livingstone will be no longer amongst the possible objects of ambition.'' Twenty years later, C. D. Cunningham recast the history of mid-Victorian mountain eering in new, sanitized terms: ''This period has been called 'the great age of conquest' in the Alps, and it also may well be termed the 'golden age' in the history of mountaineering. "
79
Mountaineering remained popular well after the mid-Victorian years, and British climbers carried these associations well beyond the Alps. "The real effect of the accident itself," the Saturday Review wrote barely two months after the ascent of the Matterhorn, ''has been to stimulate enterprise, and to crowd Zermatt to overflowing." The Athenaeum also wondered if the members of the Alpine Club, "having overrun and overcome the Alps of Savoy and Switzerland, began to sigh for other Alps to conquer, as Alexander the Great sighed for other worlds to conquer.' ' 80 During the rest of the nineteenth century, British climbers clambered up peaks outside of Europe, from the Andes to the Himalayas, from Norway to New Zealand. This practice continued from the "Golden Age" of mountaineering in the Alps to the first ascent of Everest in 1953. After the "conquest" of Everest was re ported on the day of Queen Elizabeth II's coronation, Mount Everest briefly became identified with Buckingham Palace as Mont Blanc once had been with Piccadilly.
